
The ultimate sharpener for Home, Garden & Workshop
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Sharpeners

EDGE MATE

EDGE MATE PLUS

EDGE MATE PRO

Ergonomic handle: ambidextrous for the right & left hand
Protective guard: shields hands as blades are sharpened
Single blade
Available in Anvil AND Bypass

Ergonomic handle: ambidextrous for the right & left hand
Protective guard: shields hands as blades are sharpened
Anvilside = Ideal for sharpening: anvil pruners | anvil loppers | kitchen knife
Anvil Sharpener: multi-purpose 45° sharpening blade
Bypass-side = Ideal for sharpening: ByPass pruners| ByPass garden loppers | bread knives | chisels
Bypass Sharpener: multi-purpose 23° sharpening blade
Dual blade

Ergonomic handle: ambidextrous for the right & left hand
Protective guard: shields hands as blades are sharpened
Casette Access: eject casette for easy acces to cartridges
Multi blade
Two types

      - Edge Mate Pro Home & Garden
      - Edge Mate Pro Workshops
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The one must-have for any household.
Perfect solution for workshops.

Easy as 1-2-3

It is designed for quick & easy cartridge swaps to sharpen knives, blades1.
       & tools
   2. Simply push to eject the cartridge from the side
   3. Select the required cartridge from the cassette and slide to insert 

   START SHARPENING THE OBJECT OF YOUR CHOICE

Specifications

rubber grip: cushions hand for a secure, comfortable grip
ergonomic handle: ambidextrous for right- and left-hand
casette: holds 6 sharpening cartridges for a complete sharpening kit
casette access: ejects cassette for easy access to cartridges
hanging clip: for easy storage
protective guard: shield hands as blades are sharpenend
sharpener head: simply push selected cartridge into head

Home & Garden

Workshop

ANVIL
      30° - fine kitchen knives | pocket knife
      45° - kitchen knives | pruner | lopper | boning knife
      50° - meat cleaver

BYPASS
      23° - Pruner | lopper | bread knife
      35° - fine scissors | grass shears
      65° - coarse scissors | hedge shears

CERAMIC DEBURRER
       removes burrs

ANVIL
      25° - scarper blade 
      45° - lopper | pruner | PVC cutter | shovel/spade | hunting knife
      50° - axe | tomahawk

BYPASS
      23° - pruner | lopper | chisel
      45° - mower blades
      65° - hegde shears
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CERAMIC DEBURRER
       removes burrs



Cartidges - Colours & Blade Types

Application Application Application Application Application Application Application Application Application
Scraper Blade Filleting Knife Kitchen Kniives

Pruner
Lopper
PVC Cutter
Shovel/Spade

Meat Cleaver
Axe

Pruner
Garden Lopper
Bread Knife
Chisel

Scissors (Fine)
Grass Shears

Lawn Mower
Blades

Scissors (Coarse)
Hedhe Shears

De-Burns & cleans
blade edges for
the ultimate finish
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